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Let’s have an

honest
conversation.



• The most highly trained providers in 
   the industry

• Licensed healthcare professionals

• Complimentary consultations

• Industry leaders since 2001

Hi.  
We’re Ideal Image Ocean.

“When you frown or make expressions the lines become 
deep set and begin to show age on you. I’m a smiler, 
I’m a laugher, I love life, so I had a lot of that going on. 
When they did Dysport® on me, it relaxed my brows and 
relaxed the lines between my eyes without looking like 
I had no expression. That was important to me, I didn’t 
want to look like I had treatment, I just wanted to look 
more youthful.”

-Karin, 60  |  Wrinkle Relaxer Guest

“The best selling point for me when I share my experience 
about Ideal Image is maintenance is everything. They 
treat your brow and your crows feet, jaw line and the 
neck. The process took about an hour and a half. Just 
walking out of the session my eyes were more open, 
I was astonished. I believe age is just a number and I 
intend to keep it that way.”

-Heidi, 50   |  Wrinkle Relaxer Guest

“I was running, I was lifting, I was trying to do everything 
I could in the gym to avoid any type of surgery at all. My 
stomach area was just not becoming flat like I wanted. 
No surgery, it takes a couple hours and about 4 weeks 
after my CoolSculpting® treatment, I literally lost a pant 
size.” 

-Soto, 42  |  CoolSculpting® Guest



When you look good,
 you feel good.



For

real
people
who want

real
results.



Ask us anything.
Yes, even that.

• Restylane®

• Botox® 

• Dysport®

• CoolSculpting®

• Thermage®



Freeze away your
fat cells. Forever.

CoolSculpting®



BEFORE AFTER** (90 DAYS)

BEFORE AFTER* (8 WEEKS)

What is CoolSculpting?

Developed by renowned scientists of Harvard University 
and Massachusetts General Hospital, the FDA-cleared 
procedure known as CoolSculpting® uses patented 
cooling technology to eliminate fat cells, without surgery, 
and little to no downtime. 

Sometimes, no matter how intense your workout or 
strict your diet, you cannot seem to ditch stubborn fat. 
We all have certain trouble areas where flab builds up 
and does not shed, despite our best efforts. Would it 
not be great if you could reduce those problem areas 
without the traditional methods like diet and exercise?

What areas can we treat with CoolSculpting®?

Your fat cells hate the cold.
It’s science.

*Results may vary. **Actual Ideal Image Guest.

• Stomach / Abdomen
• Double Chin
• Love Handles / Flanks



A little lift  
without the surgery.

Thermage®



What is Thermage®?

Thermage® is a non-surgical, non-invasive procedure that 
uses focused radiofrequency and the body’s own natural 
healing process to tighten, lift and contour loose skin on 
the face, neck or body. 

With Thermage,® there is no downtime, no foreign 
substances, no radical change; just a healthy revving-up on 
the inside for a natural, noticeable effect on the outside. 
The result? Tighter, better-fitting skin, even on the neck. 
It’s the lift without the surgery!

Benefits of Thermage®

• Tighter, younger-looking skin
• Non-surgical
• Non-invasive
• No downtime
• Natural looking results



Reverse those frown lines. In real time.

Fine lines, frown lines, how-did-those-get-there lines. 
Whatever you call them, a few minutes of Botox® or 
Dysport® can smooth wrinkles on your forehead, in-
between your eyes, and crow’s feet. This is a non-invasive 
FDA-approved treatment that requires zero downtime, so 
you can come in and erase those signs of aging on your 
visit. Do not worry, you’ll be out the door and on your way 
to feeling refreshed and radiating confidence in no time.

A more youthful
you in just minutes.

Botox® & Dysport®



What is Botox® and Dysport®?

Botox® and Dysport® are FDA-approved to temporarily 
improve the appearance of both moderate to severe 
frown lines between the brows and moderate to severe 
crow’s feet in adults.

Botox® and Dysport® is injected into the facial muscles 
that are responsible for unsightly wrinkles and fine lines, 
relaxing the muscles.

Benefits:

• FDA-approved
• Treatment only takes minutes
• Smooths wrinkles in the forehead, crow’s feet,
  and between the eyes
• No downtime or recovery
• Botox® is the number one selling product
  of its kind in the world

BEFORE AFTER* (7 DAYS)

BEFORE AFTER* (7 DAYS)

*Results may vary. Results typically seen within one week.



A little plump for a 
youthful glow.

Restylane®



Get that extra little ‘oomph’ you never have to 
reapply.

As we get older, we tend to lose that little extra 
something - that glow on our faces that makes us feel 
like the best version of ourselves. (Trust us, we know.)

What are Restylane®?

Restylane® is a non-surgical, FDA-approved filler used to 
instantly smooth away moderate to severe wrinkles like 
smile lines (the lines from your nose to the corners of 
your mouth) as well as plump the lips and restore lost 
volume for a fresher, more youthful appearance.

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER* (7 DAYS)

AFTER**

*Results may vary. **Actual Ideal Image Guest. 
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• Complimentary consultations

• Industry leaders since 2001
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treat your brow and your crows feet, jaw line and the 
neck. The process took about an hour and a half. Just 
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intend to keep it that way.”
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“I was running, I was lifting, I was trying to do everything 
I could in the gym to avoid any type of surgery at all. My 
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No surgery, it takes a couple hours and about 4 weeks 
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